
HAT
height-adjustable desk



HAT is a revolutionary standing office desk that brings effortless operation to 
traditional sit-stand products. Ease of use is at the heart of HAT, as it 
seamlessly adjusts between sitting and standing postures without 
interrupting workflow. With a minimal aesthetic, HAT complements 
traditional offices and home workspaces.

HAT Design



HAT features an innovative counterbalance mechanism that enables users 
with fixed-height computer desks to transition from sitting to standing 
positions with ease.  Its effortless functionality encourages users to be active 
and integrate movement into their days, which is vital for health.

Sit-Stand Quick Switch



HAT has clean, minimal lines that complement its modern functionality. 
Accommodating multiple sizes and shapes of tops, HAT can easily incorporate 
into any office or home environment. 

Intelligent Application



Using a latest mechanism that replaces older 
technology, HAT encourages an active workspace 
by allowing the user to move effortlessly from sit to 
stand positions. 

HAT featuring OLED 
control panel with 4 
position memories 

HAT Technology

Built from sustainable materials for 
years of dedicated service, HAT is 
a highly durable standing office 
desk. By incorporating recycled 
steel and minimal parts.

Design for Sustainable 

Control Panel
Three leve telescope leg 
support allow adjustment 
range  

Telescope Leg

High quality aluminum foot 
support with easy adjust 
levelling glide 

Casted Aluminum 
High quality LPL work 
surfaces options 
available 

Work Surface

Direct Drive 



SURFACE MATERIALS

CERTIFICATION

Powder Coating Frame
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DETAIL AND ACCESSORIES

Cable Riser Cable Basket Cabel Cover Control Panel

Wood Veneer MFC Board

C1/C Cherry

C2/C Cherry

W1/O Walnut Maple 150 Cherry 1471 Maple SF11

W2/C Walnut Beechwood 577 Cherry 1476 M201

Maple M080932 BeigeW3/C Walnut

W31/O Walnut

M1/C Maple

O1/O Oak

OES1/O White Oak-straight

O3/O Black Oak

TE1/O Teak ZE1/C Zebarwood Charcoal 1200
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